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              How to buy our ETFs

              
                
                  Buy through your brokerage

  
                  Motley Fool Asset Management funds are available through online brokerage firms. Log in to your brokerage account, type in the ticker symbol, select the number of shares you’d like to buy. Choose from the list below to find yours, or visit your brokerage site directly.
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                  Professional Investors

  
                  Ready to dive into our products? Let’s talk.

                    
                  All of our funds are available to buy through our team of wholesalers. To learn more about our suite of ETFs, or to add Motley Fool Asset Management investment solutions to your product offerings, reach out to us today.

  
                  Call us at 1-888-863-8803 or send us a message.
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                    Our Funds
                    
                  

                
                
                  
                    
                      Active ETFs

                      
                        TMFSThe Motley Fool Small Cap Growth ETF
                      
                      
                        TMFMThe Motley Fool Mid Cap Growth ETF
                      
                      
                        TMFGThe Motley Fool Global Opportunities ETF
                      
                    

                    
                      Passive ETFs

                      
                        TMFCThe Motley Fool 100 Index ETF
                      
                      
                        TMFXThe Motley Fool Next Index ETF
                      
                      
                        TMFEThe Motley Fool Capital Efficiency Index ETF
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                      Compare our ETFsDiscover what each fund has to offer.
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                          Active Strategy

                          We don’t buy stocks. We own businesses.
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                          Passive Strategy

                          Blended stock picks from the brains at The Motley Fool, LLC.

                        
                      

                    

                  

                  
                

                
              
	
                
                  
                    Why ETFs?
                    
                  

                
                
                  
                    
                      
                        Why ETFs?A well-rounded investing strategy, made simple.
                      
                      
                        ETFs 101What's an ETF, and why do I need one?
                      
                      
                        ETFs vs. Mutual FundsCompare general tax efficiency and more.
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                      Professional ResourcesETF insights for financial professionals.
                    
                  

                

              
	
                
                  
                    Why Us?
                    
                  

                
                
                  
                    
                      
                      
                        Our TeamThe Motley crew behind our funds
                      
                      
                        Our Story & Parent CompanyThe Foolish history of The Motley Fool, LLC and Motley Fool Asset Management
                      
                      
                    

                    
                      
                      
                        FeesStraightforward, with no hidden costs
                      
                      
                        FAQAll the A's to your Q's
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                      Get InvestedInvest in our family of ETFs
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                        Latest InsightsOur Foolish take on the market
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                      Sign Up for Foolish FocusJoin our monthly newsletter
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                        Professional ResourcesETF insights for financial professionals
                      
                      
                        Spotlight Event: Quarterly Advisor CallYour direct line to our Chief Investment Officer and President
                      
                      
                        Advisor Video LibraryExclusively for advisors
                      
                      
                        Sign Up for Foolish FocusJoin our monthly newsletter
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                      Contact UsCurious about our products? Let's talk
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      404 Error

      Well, this is awkward... 

      Looks like this page doesn't exist

      



    

  



    
      

        
         
            How is this a thing?

            It could be a number of things... either we removed this page as part of a previous redesign, you clicked on an old link that doesn't work anymore, or you might have typed in the wrong URL.

            So now what?

            Don't panic and stay calm. Here are a few things you can do:

            	Try entering your URL again (fingers crossed you don't see this page again).
	Go back to our  home page and start again.
	Or you can give us a heads up about this broken link by sending us a message here.
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          Motley Fool Asset Management’s ETFs are distributed by Quasar Distributors, LLC.

The investment advisor for each fund is Motley Fool Asset Management, LLC (“MFAM”). MFAM is a wholly owned subsidiary of Motley Fool Investment Management, LLC, whose parent company, The Motley Fool Holdings, Inc., which is a multimedia financial-services holding company. MFAM, an affiliate of The Motley Fool, LLC (“TMF”), is a separate legal entity. No TMF analyst is involved in the investment decision-making or daily operations of MFAM. With respect to its actively-managed funds, MFAM does not attempt to track any TMF services and, as such, those funds may diverge completely from TMF’s services.

The information contained herein does not take into account the particular investment objectives or financial circumstances of any specific person who may receive it.

All investing involves risk. Principal loss is possible. Each of MFAM funds invests in particular market capitalizations or qualification distinct to that individual fund, including small cap stocks and mid cap stocks, thus each fund’s performance will be especially sensitive to market conditions that particularly affect that fund’s particular market. Some funds are non-diversified, which means its NAV, market price and total returns may fluctuate or fall more than a diversified fund. Gains or losses on a single stock may have a greater impact on any of MFAM’s funds. For these and other reasons, there is no guarantee any of MFAM funds will achieve its particular, stated objective.

Please consider the charges, risks, expenses, and investment objectives carefully before you invest. Please see the prospectuses for the Motley Fool Global Opportunities ETF, the Motley Fool Mid Cap Growth ETF, the Motley Fool 100 ETF, the Motley Fool Small Cap Growth ETF, the Motley Fool Next Index ETF and the Motley Fool Capital Efficiency 100 Index ETF containing this and other information. Read it carefully before you invest or send money. Visit www.fooletfs.com to read these prospectuses.

NON-U.S. RESIDENTS AND APPLICABLE LAW. The Site is hosted in the United States of America. MFAM and their representatives may transact business only in states where they are registered, excluded, or exempted from state registration requirements. MFAM makes no representations or warranties that the pages or other materials on the Site are appropriate for use outside the United States. If you choose to access the Site from a location outside the United States, you do so at your own risk and are responsible for complying with all applicable local laws. No investment product or service referred to on this site is intended to be made available in any country or other jurisdiction where such availability (or offer or sale of such product or service) would violate applicable laws or regulations. This Site will not be considered a solicitation for or offering of any investment product or service to any person in any jurisdiction where such solicitation or offering would be illegal.

MFAM, an affiliate of TMF, is a separate legal entity. Neither of TMF co-founders, Tom Gardner and David Gardner, nor any TMF analyst is involved in the investment decision-making or daily operations of MFAM.
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